Call them temporary, short term, or instant bins. The Bins On Demand System™ (B.O.D.S.) is perfect for situations where your facility has immediate or frequent surges in waste generation. For impromptu requirements, a temporary event, or supplement to an existing program the B.O.D.S will allow you to always be prepared with the correct amount of recycling and waste collection.

Best of all these bins are eco friendly “100% Recyclable” and made from moisture resistant recycled corrugated cardboard. They are sturdy, rigid, excellent temporary bins that can be easily recycled when you are finished using them.

BODS™ are a critical element for best practice recycling in facilities such as hotels, universities, corporations, bus and train terminals, convention centers, sports stadiums, medical centers, car dealers, zoos, museums, theaters, aquariums, amusement parks, fairs, airports and the like.

- Deploy a Recycling Program in minutes - Bins store flat, and can be assembled and placed in minutes for On Demand usage.
- Save on Storage - 4 bins fit in one small carton (maintain back up sets on premise for immediate deployment).
- Clearly separates waste - Well marked and color coded with specific openings for each collectable.
- Supplement existing programs during higher traffic events and seasons.
- Aesthetically superior to most permanent solutions.
- Easily adaptable to any crowd size.
- Fast assembly means minimal labor and time to set up bins anywhere.
- Create Waste Stations - Modular connecting design enables you to create solutions that meet the capacity of each location.
- We recommend using these Bins with our printed and tinted recyclable liners.

Best when used with recyclable liners.
**B.O.D.S.™ Bins On Demand System**

- **Bin Size:** 16.5” x 16.5” base, 30” tall in front, 35” tall in back.
- **Bin Weight:** 3.5 lbs. each - **Bin Capacity:** 30.5 gallons each
- **Material:** sturdy 275 lbs. test corrugated (board), litho-printed one side with varnish that serves as a water resistor.

**Pack-Out:** Each carton contains four bins of the same style. Locking system included.

Configure for your event

Includes easy connect stabilizers

Side by Side

Back to Back

Includes easy connect stabilizers

Side by Side and Back to Back
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For more information or to order call (800) 910-4757 or visit us at www.Recyclingbin.com